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Average US hospital 
occupancy rates are 
close to

Platform to simplify real time 

location solutions (RTLS)

Enterprise-wide visibility to 

situational awareness

Packaged use cases make sofia 

quick to deploy and easy to use

A 275-bed hospital 

that manages to 

reduce average stay 

by four hours can 

accomplish the 

equivalent of 

increasing physical 

capacity by 10 beds.”

Hospitals own 35,000 inventory SKUs 

with a utilization rate between 32 and 

38%. Spending on patient outcomes 

su�ers when billions are wasted on 

unnecessary equipment.

Fluctuations in demand 
can increase occupancy 
about

Your private portal is hosted in 
the AiRISTA Cloud and accessed 
over your existing Wi-Fi 
infrastructure.

Sofia has multiple modules:

Equipment E�ciency

- Dashboards, Reports
- Events, Alerts
- Process Workflows
- APIs: REST, Web, Streaming

- Asset Tracking
- Patient Flow
 -Sta� Workflow
- Temperature Monitoring

Deploys in days, not 
weeks or months

Leverage your 
existing Wi-Fi 
infrastructure.

Tags are assigned in 
the system and 
deployed quickly.

Actionable data 
in the moment

The right equipment 
at the right place at 
the right time

Pinpoint areas for 
increased asset 
utilization

End to end choreography 
of your most valuable 
resources

Introducing

Access
Point

32
38

Microsope can last for about 15 

years but only for eight years if 

not maintained properly. 

Audit

+7
YEARS

On average, nurses take 20 

minutes per shift trying to find the 

equipment resulting in $500,000 

in non-productive work. 

Process Workflows

20
MINS/SHIFT
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275-bed hospital that manages to 

reduce the average stay by just 

four hours will accomplish the 

“equivalent to increasing physical 

capacity by ten beds.”

Insights to Outcomes
Resource Utilization

Increase Throughput

3%

Reducing ED boarding to under 

6 hours reduced in-hospital 

mortality from 17.4% to 12.9% 

and reduced lenght of stay

Patient Experience

4.5

1. Communicate long term goal

2. Define teams and metrics

3. Shift to hospital-wide results

4. Target a few early wins

Shift Culture
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